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Pentkhaus

Las Nubes House For Sale
Ukraine, Kyiv , Kyiv, , , ,

TSINA PRODAZHU

$ 376100.00

 540 qm  7 kimnaty  4 spal?ni  3 vanni kimnaty

 3 poverhy  3 qm zemel?na
ploshcha

 3 avtomobil?ni
mistsya

Mexico Luxury Estates
Mexico Luxury Estates

Cuernavaca, Mexico - Mistsevyy Chas

+52 (777)221-0421
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It’s all about the amazing infinity pool with this modern, open concept property. And the koi pond. And the three exterior patios and built-in BBQ,

and the tropical garden, the cactus garden, the fruit trees. And the view, have we mentioned the view? The view of Popo is stunning through the

glass walls all along the length of the house, as are the spectacular views of the canyon from the entire entertainment area through to the master

bedroom suite. The expansive 4 bedroom residence is on a secluded street in Hacienda Tetela. Also on the property is a private bungalow

consisting of a large open room and updated 3-piece bathroom. The bedroom and entertaining wings are in separate areas of the house. The

master bedroom suite is very private, currently used as an office and a tv room, It features an adobe fireplace, large master bath and walk in

closet. Open plan means the incredible view gets maximum exposure and conversations with guests flow easily between the dining room, terrace,

Chef's kitchen with custom appliances and fixtures, breakfast nook and eating bar. Sliding glass doors close off interior dining area in cooler

weather and there is a spellbinding gas fireplace for the cool evenings. Extensive renovations to the interior include recessed lighting, ceiling fans,

new floors, new kitchen, three gas fireplaces. Solar panels on the widespread flat roof generate excess power to the home’s current needs, but

there’s still plenty of room for a great roof top terrace. If you think the view from the main house is show-stopping, you should see it from up there.

The solar heated infinity pool measures 10m x 3m making it a pool for real swimming! It’s the perfect home for entertaining and for living the life in

Cuernavaca. You shouldn’t wait too long on this one - it’s someone’s dream home and that someone could be you. Construction: 540 m2 Land:

1,280 m2

Dostupnyy Z: 27.08.2019

Poverkh: 4 Poverkhy: 4 Rik Pobudovy: 2017 Avtomobil?Ni
Mistsya: 4

Rik Pobudovy: 2017 Typ: Ofis
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